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Boris, how are you, sir?
Hello, Mr. President.

(U)
(U)

It is good to hear your voice.

What's on your

President Yeltsin: I must say that your nuclear initiative has
support here, although personally I am not completely satisfied
with the position of our side.
If we were to fully support the
limitations and cutbacks on MIRVs, then the Ukraine and
Kazakhstan would be free of nuclear weapons. They would only be
in Russ
and therefore arms agreements would be easier to
veri
I am not losing hope. The discussions here will
continue and I will continue to press the line here that your
is good and departs from a purely arithmetical strategic
That is the first
~

up
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support
of Russ

If you would like, I can send the Foreign Minister
to explain how we plan to implement this program.
~

First, it sounds like an ambitious program.
I
congratulate you on a tough decision. Second, I would be
delighted to see the Minister to get more information at any
time. Third, on the nuclear issue, I appreciate your strong
support. We will not be having any major new deals in Madrid.
~

Very good. I am satisfied with this and want
to thank you and wish to inform you that Russia is beginning the
path to great reforms.
f67"·
The President:
It was thoughtful of you to call. Let me
congratulate you again. Thank you very, very much.
(U)
President Yeltsin: Thank you. I want you to know that my two
weeks of rest have served me well.
I am full of energy, playing
tennis, and my heart is good.
I am fine.
(U)
The President:

That

President Yeltsin:
(U)

wonderful and good luck.

(U)

Thank you, Mr. President and all the best.

